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TO:

Regional Directors
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State Directors
Child Nutrition Programs
All States

The attached memorandum clarifies the requirements and options for School Food
Authorities (SFAs) acting as a collective unit (including school co-ops or consortia) in
performing activities relating to donated foods. It also clarifies the requirements for the
distributing agency with respect to such SFAs.
As in the past, please share this information with your school food authorities.
Sincerely,

Cynthia Long
Director
Child Nutrition Programs
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(

SUBJECT:

School Food Authorities Acting as a Collective Unit in the
Control and Use of Donated Foods (Revised)

School food authorities (SFAs) participating in the National School Lunch Program
(NSLP) are more commonly performing food service activities collectively, including
activities with donated foods, in the interest of minimizing costs and increasing
efficiency. SFAs sometimes perform such activities as part of a school cooperative
(co-op) or consortium, which are often legally defined entities subject to specific State
laws or requirements. In other cases, a small SFA may enter into an agreement with a
larger SFA, or with several other SFAs, to collaborate in the performance of specific
activities. This memorandum clarifies the requirements and options for such SFAs
acting as a collective unit (including school co-ops or consortia) in performing
activities relating to donated foods. It also clarifies the requirements for the
distributing agency with respect to such SFAs.

Requirements and Options for the SFA Collective Unit
In performing any activities with donated foods, the SFA collective unit is subject to
the same requirements, and may exercise the same options, asa single SFA. It is not
considered a subdistributing agency, as defined in 7 CFR 250.3. For example, the SFA
. collective unit may:

• Submit orders for donated foods to the distributing agency, or, if permitted by the
distributing agency, submit orders directly to FNS.
• Store donated foods together with commercially purchased foods, and maintain a
single inventory record of such foods (i.e., utilize single inventory management).
• Prepare meals utilizing donated foods at the kitchen facilities of one SFA, and
provide for delivery of such meals to other SFAs to serve to their schoolchildren.
• Obtain the services of a commercial processor, storage facility, food service
management comp~y, or other commercial enterprise to provide services
relating to donated foods for all SFAs in the collective unit, in accordance with
Federal procurement requirements in 7 CFR Part 3016 or 3019, as applicable,
and with other applicable requirements in Parts 210 and 250.
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Charter Schools and Other Small SFAs
Charter schools and other small SFAs, such as private nonprofit schools an9. residential
chi~d care institutions, may especially benefit from the efficiencies in performing
dOJ:!ated food activities as a collective unit. A'S some small SFAs lack storage or
kitchen facilities, it may be necessary for them to take such aption, or to seek other
solutions. A small SFA without kitchen facilities may, for example, have a larger SFA
receive its donated food shipments, store the foods, and prepare the m~als at its kitchen
facility, .and then transport the meals to the small SFA to be served to its
schoolchildren.
A small SFA without kitchen facilities may obtain the services of a commercial
enterprise to receive donated food shipments and prepare meals for delivery to the
school facility. However, the use of donated foods to prepare meals at a commercial
facility is considered "processing" under Part 250, and would be subject to the
requirements for the processing of donated foods in Subpart C of Part 250. Such
requirenients may be burdensome for both the SFA and the distributing agency.
Hence, before taking such actioJ;l, the SFA !fiust consider the burden of compliance
with such requirements; and must consult with the distributing agency. An SFA may
also obtain the servi:ces of a private nonprofit organization, such as a hospital, to
prepare meals. However, such organization would be considered a food service
management company, and its use of donated foods to prepare meals would be subject
to the requirements for donated foods in Subpart D'ofP3rt 250. In either case, the SFA
should consult wi~ the State agency administering NSLP (which may be different
from the distributing agency), in order to ensure compliance with Federal procurement
requirements:
Distributing Agency Requirements
The distributing agency must enter into an agreement with each SFA participating in
NSLP, in accordance with § ~O.12(b). In order to ensure compliance with applicable
requirements in Part 250, the~istributing agency must require each SFA to include the
donated food activities to be performed collectively with other SFAs in such
agreement, or must require the school collective unit to provide such information to it
in another format-e.g., in a copy ofthe school collective unit's agreement or contract.
The distributing agency must offer altSFAs the "commodity offer value" of donated
foods, in accordance with § 250.58(b), and must work with SFAs to'determine how to
provide such donated foods to them in an efficient and cost-effective manner. The
distributing agency may offer the commodity offer value to a school collective unit as a
total of each SFA's individual commodity offer value, if this is acceptable to SFAs.
Once donated foods are delivered and re~eived at the school collective unit's storage
facility, the 'distributing agency is not responsible for further monitoring such foods.
Hence, any question arising aplong SFAs in the collective unit with respect to
subsequent distribution or use of donated foods must be resolved by'the ~FA collective
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unit. However, the distributing agency must inform each SFA of its individual
commodity offer value.
In order to ensure the efficient and cost-effective distribution of donated foods, and to
minimize the workload in the control and use of such foods, the distributing agency
may encourage SFAs to receive donated food shipments, and to conduct other donated
food activities, as a collective unit. This would especially apply to small SFAs that
lack the capacity to store donated foods or prepare meals. The distributing agency may
also limit the number of processing agreements it enters into with processors that use
donated foods to prepare meals at their commercial facilities for SFAs. However, the
distributing agency must consider other options, in consultation with SFAs, in order to
facilitate the distribution of donated foods to SFAs for use in their nonprofit school
food service.

~~~
Cathie McCullough
Director
Food Distribution Division

